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they arrest him. Thus, the mind being continually harassed

by the situation, it at length influences the constitution, and

unfits it for all its functions. Some cruel disorder, but nowise

like hunger, seizes the unhappy sufferer; so that almost all

those men who have thus long lived by chance, and whose

every day may be considered as a happy escape from famine,

are known at last to die in reality of a disorder caused by hun

ger, but which, in the common language, is often called a

broken heart. Some of these I have known myself when very

little able to relieve them; and I have been told by a very

active and worthy magistrate, that the number of such as die

in London for want is much greater than one would imagine,
- I think he talked of two thousand in a year."

Rather a curious passage this to occur in a work of Natural

History. It haunted me a while this morning: the weather,

though no longer wet, was exceedingly gloomy; and I felt

depressed as I walked along the muddy streets, and realized,

with small effort, the condition of the many thousands who,

without friends or home, money or employment, have had to

endure the mingled pangs of want and anxiety in London. I

remembered, in crossing Westminster Bridge to take boat on

the Surrey side, that the poet Crabbe walked on it all night,

when, friendless, in distress and his last shilling expended,

he had dropped, at the door of Edmund Burke, the touching

letter on which his last surviving hope depended. The Thames

was turbid with the rains, - the tide was out, - and melan

choly banks of mud, here and there overtopped by thickets of

grievously befouled sedges, lay along its sides. One straggling

thicket, just opposite the gloomy Temple Gardens, - so soli

tary in the middle of a great city,
- had caught a tattered

jacket; and the empty sleeve, stretched against the taller

sedes, seemed a human arm raised above the unsolid ooze-0
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